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I. Fill in the blanks: 

1. The thief take flight when he heard the police car. 

2. this is the team’s first season back in the top flight for more than ten years. 

3.the enemy was quickly put to flight. 

 

I. ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS: 

1. Why didn’t  the poet know where the arrow landed? 

Ans- The poet didn’t know where the arrow landed because it flew so swiftly that he could not follow its 

flight. 

 

2.Why didn’t the poet know where his song went? 

Ans –The poet didn’t know where his song went because no one had the sight so sharp and strong that they 

could follow the flight of the song. 

 

3. Where did the poet find the arrow long afterward? 

Ans-The poet found the arrow in an oak long afterwards. 

 

4.Where did the poem find the song? 

Ans-The poet found the song in a heart of a friend. 

 

5. Write the similarities between the arrow and the song? 

Ans-As the arrow flew in the air and was unbroken, the song too was not vanished. It was found in the heart 

of a friend. 

 

II. WRITE TRUE OR FALSE 

1. False  

2. True  

3. False 

4. False 

5. True 

6. True 
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PRESENT PAST PAST PARTICIPLES 

 

Fall fell                                            fallen 

Find            found     found 

Fly   flew      flown 

Know  knew            known 

Shoot           shot            shot 

  

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter-12 

The Imp and the Bread 

I. Answer the following questions: 

1.What was the peasant doing when his bread  was stolen? Why was the imp upset? 

Ans- The peasant was ploughing the field when his bread was stolen. The imp was upset because the peasant 

did not curse or sin even when he lost his bread. 

 

2.What made the devil angry? What condition did he  give the imp? 

Ans-The devil was angry because the imp could not make the peasant sin. The devil ordered the imp to set 

things right within three years, or he will ducked the imp in holy water. 

 

3.How did the imp gain the peasant’s trust? 

Ans - The imp gain the peasant’s trust  by turning himself into a labouring man and went and work with him 

and also advised him how to grow crops. 

 

4. Describe what happened as the peasant started to take drinks after drinks. Was the devil pleased? 

Ans – When the peasant started to take drinks after drinks his neighbours started fighting and punching each 

others. The peasant too joined them and got well beaten. The devil was very pleased of this fight 

 

5.What  is the imp’s analysis of man? 

Ans –The imp analysed about man that blood of the beast is always in man but as long as he had only 

enough crops for his needs he was kept in bounds but when the crops got left over he looked for ways to get 

pleasure by drinking .the beast in him come out. 

 

II. Tick the correct answer 

1. a 5.b 

2. c 6.c 

3 .c  7.a 

4.  a 

 

Chapter- 13 

Silver 

I. Fill in the blanks: 

1.We caught him pee ing through the keyhole. 

2Sshe peer ed closely at the photograph. 

3.He looked for her but couldn’t see her in the crowd. 

 

II. Answer the following questions 

1.who has written the poem “ silver”? 

Ans – Walter de la Mare had written the poem “Silver”. 

 

2.What does the poet mean by the lines, 

 “Slowly , silently ,now the moon. 

 Walks the night in her silver  shoon.” 

Ans. The poet means that the moon is walking slowly and silently at night in her silver shoon. 

 

3. Which are the objects that are bathed in silver colour due to the moonlight? 

Ans. The object that are bathed in silver colour are fruits ,trees, beans, dogs paw, doves, mouse claws and 

eyes ,moveless  fish, reeds ,and steam. 

 

4. What are the only things moving in the poem? 

Ans. The only things moving in the poem are mouse and fish. 

ii. Tick the correct answer. 

1. The moon walks 

a. Slowly and silently 



2. Everything is bathed in silver, because 

b. of the moonlight. 

3. The doves feathers have silver colour 

c. because of the moonlight shining upon them. 

4. The silver fish in the silver stream are  

b. motionless. 
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II. Read the sentence and choose the right word to complete the sentence. 

1. c 

2 .a 

 

III. CAN YOU FIND THE BASE WORD 

1. proudly          proud 

2. softly                soft 

3. bravely           brave 

4. monthly         month 
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